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Primatech’s software products are proven tools to support your process safety and risk 
management programs. Primatech offers products to facilitate the performance of Process 
Hazard Analysis (PHA) and Layers of Protection Analysis (LOPA) studies and manage action 
items from such studies to ensure they are completed in a timely manner.

LOPAWorks® 3
LOPAWorks is a specialized tool for conducting LOPA studies. It calculates hazard scenario risks and 
compares them with risk tolerance criteria to determine if any risk reduction is needed. Scenarios may 
be associated with hazardous events to facilitate compliance with the IEC 61511 / ISA 84 standards for 
Safety Instrumented Systems (SISs). Overall facility risk estimates may also be determined to allow 
comparison with facility risk tolerance criteria.

KEY BENEFITS
• Primatech software is designed by people who use the software as you do resulting in easy-to-use 

software with intuitive user interfaces.
• Primatech’s products are rich in features and capabilities yet are designed to allow novice users to 

master them quickly.
• Primatech’s product suite employs a consistent framework which makes it easy to use each product.
• Primatech regularly uses its software in projects for clients thus giving us a user’s insight into 

software needs.
• Primatech’s products have benefitted from the feedback of thousands of users throughout the world.
• Primatech has been developing software for 25 years.

PHAWorks® 5
PHAWorks is a specialized tool for conducting PHA studies, such as HAZOP and What If. The software 
is designed to allow you to start conducting studies straight out of the box, leading you through each step 
of data entry. Within minutes, you can start documenting your PHA studies more quickly and efficiently 
while keeping the team focused on the task at hand.

Tracker® 2
Tracker is a fully integrated and automated application for tracking action items from conception to 
completion. It includes full email capability along with scheduled automated tasks such as reporting, 
sending emails and reminders, and archiving. Tracker is designed to simplify the workflow for tracking 
any type of action item that needs to be managed such as PHA and LOPA recommendations and audit 
findings.
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